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We are temporarily closing our website whilst we carry out a rebrand!
 

We had a super successful year in 2021, now we want to show our gratitude by
expanding our range of handmade products and working hard to make

everything even better for you!
 

We’ve been considering a rebrand for a while now as we want our branding to
clearly reflect our story as well as our values.

 
We will keep you posted with updates on our social media pages whilst our

website is under construction, and if you have any questions please don’t hesitate
to email scenterellacandles@gmail.com and we’ll get back to you promptly.

 
In the meantime, we’re holding an 'everything must go' sale for all our remaining

stock, published on here at a discounted price. Please get in touch via email or
Facebook / Instagram messenger if you would like to place an order, letting us

know which products, scents and shipping you would like.
 

Thank you so much for all your support, we’re so excited to share what we have
planned…

 
Lots of love,

Taia & the team xx 3
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20cl Candle Jars - £9
 

'Beautiful Bodies' - £9
 

Votive Candles - £6
 

 Tealights (Tray of 12) - £5
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FREE POSTAGE ON ALL ORDERS OVER £20
 
 

2nd Class - £3
Tracked (48 hours) - £4.50

Tracked (48 hours) with signature - £5
 

'No rush' hand delivery to BH postcodes - Free
Collection (BH17) - Free
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Trim your wick to approximately 5mm before each burn.
 

Allow the top layer of wax to liquify and pool to the edges to avoid tunnelling. It is
recommended that for every 1cm in diameter you should burn for 30 minutes,

for our 20cl candle this would be 3.5 hours. 
 

Protect your surfaces by using something as a base for your candle (I find a mug
coaster works best, just make sure it is not something you are precious about!).

This prevents heat damage to your surfaces and encourages an even burn.
Ensure nothing is hanging over your candle also to avoid burned surfaces.

 
Use a candle snuffer to gently put out the flame when you are done using your

candle. This prevents wax from escaping the candle and minimises smoke.
 

Refrain from burning candles longer than 4 hours at a time, and never burn a
candle when there is less than 1cm of wax at the base.

 
Once the flame is extinguished make sure the wick is upright and centred.
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20cl Candle Jars - £9
The simple, traditional design of our 20cl jar candle reflects a relaxed

sense of style that compliments virtually any interior décor. Conveniently
easy to use, this candle provides approximately 30 hours of true

fragrance enjoyment if cared for correctly.
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Beautiful Bodies - £9
All bodies are beautiful, and this range aims to encapsulate the beauty of every

shape and size.
 

A unique range of naked body candles inspired by the diverse range of female and
male body forms, these figures are approximately 10cm x 6cm, and handmade with

100% natural waxes and eco-friendly natural wicks, and are all available in your
choice of scent (or no scent!)

 
The burn time of each Beautiful Body is approximately 2 hours. As these are pillar

candles - not in a container or jar - please ensure that if you choose to light your
candle you should only do so on a plate or coaster (ideally ceramic, glass or marble
type) that you don’t mind getting waxy! Do note that these candles can also serve as

beautiful unlit,  scented decorations.
 

Like all of our products, our ‘Beautiful Bodies’ are made to order to assure your
candle was handmade with all the love it deserves. As a result, every candle is one of
a kind and unique to you. This means you may also notice some light frosting, which

can be a result of the natural waxes we use.
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Beautiful Bodies - Bellissima
We adore ‘Bellissima’s voluptuous curves and gorgeous frame. She is available as

an unscented ornament or a fragranced candle. 
Would you like your candle scented or unscented? (If scented please state which

fragrance)
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Beautiful Bodies - Belle
The stunning, slim frame of ‘Belle’ is guaranteed to brighten up any living space. She
is available as an unscented ornament or a fragranced candle. Please include your
scent preference in your message, otherwise we’ll assume you’d like an unscented

candle!
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Beautiful Bodies - Bonita
The perfect gift for any mamas / mamas-to-be, ‘Bonita’ compliments the stunning
pregnant female form and is available as an unscented ornament or a fragranced

candle. 
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Beautiful Bodies - Beau
This aesthetic male form is a sexy, timeless piece of homeware. He is available as an

unscented ornament or a fragranced candle.
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Votive Candles - £6
Perfect for a shorter burn or an excuse to sample new fragrances, our votive candles

are sold individually and come individually wrapped and labelled in a 9cl recycled
glass jar. Each provides up to 15 hours of fragrance, perfect for a little gift or just a

treat for yourself!
 

Like all of our products, our votives are made to order to assure your candle was
handmade with all the love it deserves.

 
It is advisable to only burn your candle for up to 2 hours for the first burn, and 4
hours thereafter to get the best out of your votive and help ensure an even burn.
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Tray of 12 Tealights - £5
Tealights are the smallest of our candles available, they enhance the mood given off
by candlelight and fragrance and are available in several of our best-selling scents,

or unscented to use alongside other products such as wax melts.
 

As with all of our products, our tealights are hand-poured using natural waxes and
eco-friendly fragrance or essential oils (for scented tealights only, our unscented

tealights contain no oils). You can expect a burn time of around 4 hours from these
beautiful homemade treats.
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Apple & Cinnamon
We’ve combined the sweet bitterness of green apples with a strong

cinnamon essential oil to create a fresh and delightful aroma. Softened
with base notes of clove and vanilla, this warm and spicy candle is sure to

remind you of the most delicious pie.
Cinnamon has been known to diminish the feelings of depression,
faintness, and exhaustion. It is reputed to relax the body enough to

stimulate the libido, making it an effective natural aphrodisiac.

Autumn Leaves
Gorgeous top notes of citrus and freshly ripened raspberries, subtle floral
middle notes, with apples and pine on a complex base of jasmine, woods

and spices. This fragrance is a must for your living space, especially in the
colder months!
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Baby Powder
Invigorate any space with the fresh, immediately recognisable aroma of

baby powder. True to its namesake, this sweet and memorable fragrance
is a must for creating a comforting and soothing atmosphere. Top notes
of jasmine and lime citrus combined with middle notes of pine, powdery

hawthorn, light orchid and orris bring this familiar scent home to you.

Black Cherry
A sumptuous blend of dark harvest fruits (particularly cherry, raspberry,
and blackberry), bitter almond, orris, hawthorn, orchid and base notes of
cinnamon and subtle vanilla pods. This vibrant and warming scent brings

you the sweetness of ripe cherries, whilst adding rum notes and a deep red
tartness.
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Candy Cane
A festive minty fragrance built around peppermint and sweetened by

notes of meringue, creamy vanilla and fondant sugar. forming to make a
lovely aroma with an aura that can lift any room. The perfect treat around

Christmas time.

Cappuccino
A comforting, rich smelling fragrance composed of dark coffee beans

and lightly sweetened by a touch of creamy vanilla and caramel.

Cedarwood
A soft, woody aroma with undertones of sandalwood ensuring an

atmosphere that feels warm and calming. Cedarwood is known to have
energising properties that can increase concentration levels, but it can

also relieve stress and tension due to its ability to cloak the body in a
shroud of calmness.
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Cherry Cola
The ever-favoured scent of cola bottles just got a whole lot better… Enjoy

the classic, sugary fragrance with a wonderful addition of ripe, juicy
cherries. Strong and vibrant, this candle retains all the sweetness of

cherries and cola whilst a mouth-watering base of vanilla, rum and lemon
softens the scent. It really does smell good enough to eat… but please

don’t!
 

Chocolate Macaroon

A modern twist on the classic Christmas scents, this candle brings you top
notes of chocolate and almond, with heart notes of cinnamon and ginger

complementing a creamy base of vanilla, maple sugar, coconut and
musk.
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Christmas Cookie
A rich, indulgent accord of smooth, creamy vanilla is intertwined with

sweet, crunchy biscuit. This festive favourite’s delightful scent is sure to
get you in the Christmas spirit!

 

Christmas Pudding

This delectable fragrance consists of an aromatic mix of traditional spice
and citrus aromas. You can expect to catch hints of sultanas, figs and

apples enriched with cinnamon, atop base notes of almonds and orange
peel, with intoxicating hot brandy completing the accord. This mouth-

watering fragrance is guaranteed to remind you of the festive season as it
smells just like spicy, rich Christmas Cake.
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Cinnamon
A powerful spicy-yet-sweet aroma with heart notes of clove. Cinnamon

essential oil is known to diminish the feelings of depression, faintness, and
exhaustion, and increase focus. It is also reputed to relax the body enough

to stimulate the libido, making it an effective natural aphrodisiac.
 

Citronella
A powerful and well-rounded lemon citrus aroma softened with subtle
woody-sweet undertones. Citronella is antiseptic, antispasmodic and is

commonly used as a plant-based insect repellent.
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Citrus Spice
A festive favourite that beautifully combines the fresh, sweet scents of

orange and eucalyptus with the classic warm and spicy base of
cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. This uplifting and unforgettable scent

shouldn’t only be indulged around Christmas… It deserves to be ever-
present all year round!

Clean Cotton
An invigorating aroma of fresh, crisp linen combined with undertones of
eucalyptus, blossom and cut grass to form the ultimate in fresh aromas.

Ozonic wafts of light musk cascade through refreshing heart notes of
seakelp, jasmine petals and delicate mimosa.
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Clean Cotton & Lavender
This refreshing scent captures soothing notes of lavender essential oil

alongside the crisp fragrance of fresh cotton. You’ll notice hints of
eucalyptus, blossom and cut grass amongst the citrus, floral spicy and

woodsy notes of the lavender.
Lavender is known to have remarkable effects on the body. It is packed
full of antiseptic, anti-fungal, antimicrobial and antioxidant properties,

making it one of the most versatile essential oils and a must in every home.
Its scent is known to calm, relieve stress and encourage sleep.

 

Cloudberry & Lychee
A remarkably fruity accord featuring notes of lychee, apple, pear,

rhubarb and plum with a floral background of jasmine, lily and rose. Don’t
be taken aback if you also catch the sharper base notes of citrus: orange,

grapefruit and tangy lime bring this wonderful spring scent home.
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Coconut
Allow the tropical fragrance of our Coconut candle to whisk you away on

your dream holiday.
A cocktail of blue skies and golden sands, the creamy coconut core is
encased in soft almond and peach tones before coming to rest on an

indulgent base of caramel and sweet vanilla. Combined with a tropical
blend of floral aniseed, hawthorn and hints of orchid, this aroma really

captures the essence of freshly cut coconuts, bringing the sunny beaches
right to you.

Cola Bottles
A sweet accord of cola with supporting notes of juicy lemon and lime and

spicy cinnamon with a mouth-watering fizzy taste, true to the
confectionary favourite.
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Dorset Coastline
Uncover the essence of Dorset with this fresh marine accord. Opening

with a green herbal hint of camphor and lime, you are taken to a watery
floral heart of rose and orris root. A base of cedarwood, complex woods

and white musk concludes this understated but refreshing fragrance.

Earl Grey

Similar in notes and identity to the popular tea, this fresh citrus aromatic
composition opens with apple, bergamot, lemon, jasmine and aquatic

notes. Cucumber, soft florals, and delicately sweet herbal notes of sage
form a watery heart on the base of vanilla, amber, soft woods, and musk,

creating a refined scent that is both soft and fresh. (This product is not
made by, endorsed by or in any way connected with any other brands.)
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English Rose
Reminiscent of an English country garden, this light fragrance exposes

sweet, floral scents upon burning. Opening with notes of rose and
geranium, delicately rounded with hints of musk and wood, the delicate

and romantic scent of English roses will fill the room and soothe the mind
of everyone present in it.

Fresh Cut Grass
The sharp, fresh scent of newly mown grass drifted on the lazy breeze

with flowers and a complex musk base. A clean green herbal accord with
cut stems, soft grass, and cool lilies.
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Gingerbread
A spicy-yet-sweet accord with uplifting top notes of anise and citrus

nuances, leading to a warm heart of cinnamon, oriental orchid, clove,
ginger, and nutmeg all atop a rich base of caramel and woody vanilla.
This aroma of spicy, flavour-packed gingerbread will evoke childhood
memories of gingerbread men and gingerbread houses… Perfect for a

spreading a festive glow throughout your home!
 

Green Apple
This fresh, fruity fragrance is dominated by notes of juicy apple and

supported by peach, green leaves and citrus. Crisp, sweet and guaranteed
to make your mouth water, this candle will flood you with imagery of

freshly picked, ripe green apples.
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Homemade Bread
A warm and intoxicating fragrance with soft notes of butter and sweet
dough, combined with hints of spices and an underlying baked pastry

base - reminiscent of a fresh, crispy loaf straight out of the oven.

Lemongrass

Identical in scent to freshly cut lemongrass, this mouth-watering
fragrance embodies sliced lime and crushed ginger, supported by

nuances of coriander and cardamom. Bursting with a delightfully sweet
herbal aroma, the scent is uplifting, calming and crisp.
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Lemon Verbena
The essence of a warm evening on a beach in the Maldives. Top notes

include lemongrass and a fresh freesia accord, enhanced by a floral
symphony heart of pink peony, white flowers, ylang ylang and fruity

peach flesh. An indulgent base of coffee and a hint of incense A hint of
coffee and white musk complete an indulgent base, leaving you always

wanting more of this beautiful, refreshing fragrance.

Luna
Named after our mascot herself, this sparkling fragrance opens with
citrus top notes of grapefruit and lemon. With a heart of white florals,

watery jasmine and rose and boosted with notes of creamy coconut and
succulent peach, the fragrance is softened by an indulgent base of vanilla
and smooth amber. True to its namesake, we’re certain that you’ll love our

Luna candle.
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Lychee & Peony
A lusciously fun, floral fragrance with notes of delicate lychee supported

by sweet floral peony. This candle truly erupts with aroma, filling your
home with fresh, exotic lychee fruit within moments of being lit. You may

catch the fruity background of rhubarb and pear enhanced by gentle
citrus and floral jasmine, or perhaps you’ll notice the sugar-sweet vanilla
bean base. There really is something in this scent for everyone, securing

it’s place as a firm favourite despite being one of Scenterella’s newest
scents!

 

Madagascan Vanilla
A romantic and sensual accord that is rich, creamy and far from

overpowering in scent. You’ll notice subtle tones of vanilla bean combined
with sweet florals, a hint of nutmeg and a soft, velvety musk undertone.
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Mistletoe Kiss
An enchanting, herbal fragrance unveiling top notes of zesty lime and

cool basil. Fruity nuances of apple, cassis and melon follow until the heart
emerges through jasmine and lily, lifted by spicy hints of cinnamon and

clove. Woody tones of warm amber, cedarwood and patchouli bring this
festive fragrance to a captivating close.

Mulled Wine
A rich composition of fruits and winter spices with top notes coming from

the fruity zest of orange, encased in the richness of spicy, yet homely,
cinnamon sticks. Base notes include a subtle blend of apple and brown

sugar.
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Orange & Bergamot
Made with only the finest Calabrian bergamot and orange essential oils,
this sweet candle is bursting with fresh, tangy and lightly spiced aromas.
Bergamot is known to elevate mood and reduce stress. It also has anti-

inflammatory, antiseptic and astringent properties which makes it useful
for a variety of health problems.

Orange essential oil is extracted from the orange peel by cold-pressing.
The oil has a pale orange colour, giving your candle a deeper tint. Orange
has been known to calm the symptoms of anxiety and uplift your mood.

Peppermint
This scent can only be described as refreshing, herbaceous and crisp.

Peppermint is known for its relaxing and mood elevating properties widely
used in aromatherapy, as well as great for reducing stress, rejuvenating

the respiratory system and relieving headaches.
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Pink Fizz & Pomelo
Effervescent notes of sparkling champagne blended with delicious citrus
fruits, in particular sweet grapefruit, mandarin and pink pomelo. Middle
tones introduce a hint of tart rhubarb and fresh, juicy watermelon, with

nectarines enlivening this mouth-watering blend.

Pumpkin Spice
A sweet and delicious take on the classic creamy scent of pumpkin,

sweetening it with an accord of warm orange and pear. Middle notes of
ginger, vanilla, clove and cinnamon highlight the complex undertones of

the woody base notes completing the perfect autumnal fragrance.
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Sloe Gin
Top notes of plum, raspberry jam and parma violets make this fruity

fragrance a firm favourite. A slight clove spiciness combined with
undertones of orris root and white wood ensures a scent true to its

delightful namesake.

Sweet Musk & Sandalwood
An indulgent delight of cedar and whitewoods combined with heart notes

of pink peppercorns and geranium stems, and top notes of caramelised
amber and honeyed sweet white musks. The base of warm patchouli and
Madagascan vanilla pods brings perfectly completes this popular scent.
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Sweet Pea & Honey
A fruity, floral fragrance opening with notes of melon, apple and citrus oils

supported by a floral blend of rose, hyacinth and watery jasmine gently
rested on a sweet musk and beeswax base.

Tibetan Musk
A warm, aromatic fragrance with subtle notes of frankincense immersed

in warm amber, rock rose and myrrh on a base of cedar and patchouli.

Toffee Apple
Indulge the senses with this mouth-watering toffee apple accord, where

succulent top notes of red apple drift into a delightfully sweet heart of peach.
Laced with creamy swirls of caramel, all of this is cushioned by a whisper of

vanilla and a light frosting of sugar.
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Winter Berry
A sparkling, fruity delight of cranberries and elderberries, lavished by an
undertone of pine nuts, dry orange peel, gala apple and juniper berries.

Zesty Orange
Bursting with sweet, fresh and tangy aromas, with notes of citrus, mint and

hints of cedarwood. Orange essential oil contains antidepressant, anti-
inflammatory, antiseptic and bactericidal properties. The addition of the

uplifting aroma it possesses also makes it great for enhancing one's mood. The
oil itself has a pale orange colour which can often tint the natural wax of the
candle, so please don’t be alarmed if your candle appears to be slightly off-

white in colour!


